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Sahan Journal exists to provide fair, groundbreaking stories that capture and elevate the experiences of Minnesota
immigrants and communities of color. Our aim is to chronicle how these communities are transforming what it
means to be a Minnesotan. In a year of challenges to institutionalized racism, a global pandemic, and new calls for
public accountability, Sahan’s stakeholders and donors have taken a stand. You have made it possible to grow our
newsroom, shape new partnerships, and listen to our communities.
Sahan Journal’s journalism is powered by you—thank you.
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First in-person gathering of Sahan’s newsroom
staff. Pictured left-to-right:
Jaida Grey Eagle, Ben Hovland, Andrew Hazzard,
Mukhtar Ibrahim, Michael Totorello, Aala Abdullahi,
Joey Peters, Becky Dernbach, Hibah Ansari
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Terecita Ascension, a Latino school employee in
Minneapolis, was refused a vaccination because
she couldn’t show a U.S. governent-issued ID card.
Credit: Jaida Grey Eagle
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DEAR FRIENDS,
Sahan Journal launched in the summer of 2019 as a nonprofit digital news organization to address a persistent issue in local news media:
the lack of sustained, authentic, and comprehensive news coverage for Minnesota’s growing communities of color. If you’re from one of the
communities that the mainstream media rarely covers, you can probably recognize when you see an article from your community that is not
related to crime, tragedy, or a major accomplishment achieved by a person who looks like you.
As someone who spent most of his career covering local issues for Minnesota Public Radio News and the Star Tribune, I aspired to create a news
outlet that would put people of color—and our stories—on the front page, every day. In less than two years of operation, I can say our staff has
succeeded in showing what local journalism that prioritizes the experiences and views of underserved communities could do.
We have quickly established ourselves as a primary source of news and information for Minnesotans of color, and for anyone who is eager to
learn more about the issues relevant to these communities.
Sahan Journal is now a national leader in the nonprofit news landscape, and an example of what it means to practice community-centered
journalism. Our editorial coverage is shaped by the communities we serve. That means asking people, ‘How can we better serve you with
journalism that reflects your lived experiences?’
Our approach to journalism has won awards from national professional journalism associations. We could not have done this work without the
support of early local and national funders, including McKnight Foundation, Saint Paul & Minnesota Foundation, and Knight Foundation.
Since its founding, Sahan has seen strong community support and a young, diverse readership. That backing has allowed us to build a successful
membership model. I’m proud to announce that since launch, more than 3,000 people have donated to Sahan Journal, with 1,000 of those
becoming monthly, recurring donors. That is an incredible level of growth for a startup news organization.
It’s still hard to believe that in just 32 months, Sahan Journal has grown from a one-man operation to a team of 12 employees publishing
7–10 stories a week. The great strides that Sahan Journal has made in the two years since our launch, largely follow our direct presence in the
communities we serve.
We could not have gotten to where we are without you: funders, readers, advertisers and sponsors, and most important, community members who
trusted us with their stories.
We’re grateful for the opportunity to continue this work in the interest of creating a vibrant, inclusive, and well-informed community.
Thank you,
Mukhtar M. Ibrahim
Publisher & CEO
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“Sahan has shown us how the narrative can change if more
newsrooms centered the perspectives and experiences of
immigrants and BIPOC communities. It’s demonstrating
every day what caring, equitable and hard-hitting journalism
can look like.”
LAURA YUEN
Sahan board member, sustaining member, Star Tribune Columnist

Marking the first day of Eid al-Adha,
thousands of Muslim Minnesotans gathered
to pray at Huntington Bank Stadium on the
University of Minnesota campus.
Credit: Ben Hovland
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A calling to embrace public
life and civic engagement
Founder and Executive Director Mukhtar Ibrahim launched
Sahan Journal after seeing the narratives of people like
him left out of editorial consideration at mainstream news
organizations. He asked himself what the news would look
like if it were an accurate reflection of life in Minnesota,
full of the racial and cultural diversity unfolding there. How
might journalism invite all of us to engage in public life and
see ourselves as actors in civic and social change? These
questions motivated him to build Sahan’s vibrant and diverse
newsroom, and to create journalism centered on the lives and
contributions of the new and emerging Minnesota.
https://sahanjournal.com/sports/sunisa-lee-parade/
And, Sahan highlights the artwork, dance, and healing that was
a necessary part of surviving during a global pandemic and the
layers of racial injustices in Minnesota and beyond.
https://sahanjournal.com/culture-community/atlantis-rebirthblack-utopia-dance-minnesota/

Top to bottom:
Choreographer Peace Madimutsa at the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden.
Indigenous dancers celebrate the first phase of construction on the Wakáŋ Tipi Center.
HealthPartners senior executive Pahoua Hoffman poses for a portrait with her mother, Chia,
inside of her mother’s shop.
Credit: Jaida Grey Eagle
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Informing our community:
MPLS is Us Voter Guide
With Minneapolis residents facing complex issues on the fall
2021 ballot, Sahan Journal partnered with Pollen Midwest
and Pillsbury United Communities to better equip voters to
make informed choices. Surveys, listening sessions, content
in multiple languages paired with vibrant graphics resulted
in a comprehensive print and digital voter guide, customized
for each of 13 Minneapolis wards. From navigating the basic
steps on how to get registered and take time off work to vote, to
detailed explainers on issues of police reform, strong mayoral
system, and rent control, the guide sought to empower citizens
to feel a part of civic engagement and democracy. In many
cases this guide was the only Minnesota news source to profile
every candidate.
LEARN MORE

Design by Pollen Midwest; Art and Illustration by Allegra Lockstadt, Emma Eubanks, Leslie Barlow,
Luis Fitch, Ricardo Levins Morales, Terresa Moses; Photography by Ben Hovland, Ryan Stopera
and Jaida Grey Eagle
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Providing crucial, accurate
public health education
When news of the COVID-19 vaccine began to circulate, so did
the rise of misinformation about its safety. Sahan was quick to
recognize that we had an important role to play in eliminating
mistrust and dispelling cultural myths within immigrant
populations, which were especially hard hit by the deadly
virus. With support from UCare, our newsroom produced a
series of explainer videos with community figures and medical
professionals and experts delivering guidance in their native
languages: Hmong, Spanish, Somali, Oromo, and English.
LEARN MORE

Sahan Journal’s explainer videos in five languages were widely shared and viewed more than
400,000 times.
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LAUDED FOR COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICE
In November 2021, LION Publishers’ third annual Local Journalism Awards recognized
independent news sources across the U.S. and Canada. Sahan Journal won for its community
engagement and service to readers, including a voter-guide collaboration and a live event on
barriers to homeownership and generational wealth-building.

SAHAN UNIQUE COVERAGE OF MINNESOTA’S IMMIGRANT AND REFUGEE COMMUNITIES RECOGNIZED
In October 2020, Sahan Journal won the annual “Local That Works” contest. The competition,
presented by Current, the trade publication for public media, recognizes innovative and
creative journalism projects produced by nonprofit media organizations.
The contest drew 133 submissions from national public broadcasting and nonprofit news
organizations. Peers in the nonprofit news industry voted on the winner, based on original
videos produced by the five finalists.
R.T. Rybak (He/Him)

Agree with @dbrauer that the best coverage
of the Minneapolis Charter amendments
is at @SahanJournal … a mustread to understand what your vote
will do https://twitter.com/dbrauer/
status/1437768409643634706
Rybak served as Minneapolis Mayor from
2002 - 2014 and is currently President of
The Minneapolis Foundation.

WATCH TO LEARN MORE
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MUKHTAR’S VISION AND INNOVATION HONORED WITH EMERGING LEADER AWARD.
In its inaugural awards program, Institute for Nonprofit News (INN) honored Mukhtar
Ibrahim for his work creating an innovative, sustainable news operation dedicated to equity
and community. Sahan Journal was a finalist in three of the contest’s nine categories.
The award submissions and virtual event in October were open to all 300 news organizations
under INN’s membership umbrella.
LEARN MORE

SAHAN JOURNAL IS A CASE STUDY IN STARTUP SUCCESS
In August 2019, Mukhtar formed Sahan as an independent, nonprofit newsroom, taking on
the roles of reporter, editor, publisher, fundraiser, social media expert, and occasional web
developer. In a new case study, INN chronicled the organization’s unprecedented growth
trajectory. As the report detailed, revenue and audience levels quadrupled over a two-year
period. Mukhtar now leads a team of 12 full-time staff, three contractors, and a diverse group
of freelancers, deploying an operating budget of more than $1.2 million in 2021.
Kaohly Vang Her

Sahan Journal cared about telling BIPOC
stories long before mainstream media.They
came into existence because no one was
writing about us. Thanks @SahanJournal
and @AnsariHibah for lifting up our victories
long before this historic moment. Great
write up. https://twitter.com/MPRnews/
status/1420816393025425408
Minnesota Representative and DFL Majority
Whip Kaohly Vang Her

LEARN MORE
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Gratitude for Minnesota
institutions and funders who paved
the way for Sahan Journal’s launch
Transformational grants from national funders would not have been
within reach without the early support of Minnesota’s generous
foundations and businesses. Mukhtar’s vision to provide immigrants
with high-quality independent journalism that addresses their needs
and interests, on digital platforms they are already engaged with,
would not have become a reality without this early and necessary
support. We are immensely grateful to our early funding partners.
When Sahan Journal received its official 501(c)(3) status in 2019,
these contributors were the first to invest:

McKnight Foundation

GHR Foundation

Saint Paul & Minnesota
Foundation

U.S. Bank

F. R. Bigelow Foundation

Marbrook Foundation

Delta Dental of Minnesota

Minneapolis Foundation

Tori Brown always thought her senior year at Edison High School would be like High School
Musical. Instead, she’s spent it learning online, caring for younger siblings, and working
in a nursing home. She has two classes to make up during summer school. But she’s still
determined to walk across the graduation stage with her class.
Credit: Jaida Grey Eagle
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Seed funding from the Saint
Paul & Minnesota Foundation
and F. R. Bigelow Foundation
crucial to our success
Saint Paul & Minnesota Foundation and F. R. Bigelow Foundation
provided seed grants that allowed Mukhtar to take the first steps
to invent a new kind of Minnesota news organization. With their
support, Sahan hired a web developer and built the first iteration
of the Sahan Journal website, conducted community engagement
outreach, and hired reporters and freelance journalists. These
efforts became the foundation of the Sahan Journal project: how
to reach immigrant communities and meet their information
and news needs in a different way.
“At the Saint Paul & Minnesota Foundation we are committed to
narrative change to ensure that our collective narrative fairly and
wholly represents every one of our communities. Sahan Journal has
rapidly and authentically claimed a space within the media ecosystem
that many did not realize was absent: consistent and equitable coverage
by, for, and about our communities of color. We all benefit when more
Minnesotans are able to fully and holistically participate in society.”
ERIC JOLLY, PH.D.
President & CEO of the Saint Paul & Minnesota Foundation

Natalia Benjamin becomes first educator of Latin American heritage to win Minnesota Teacher
of the Year. The native Spanish speaker grew up learning French in Guatemala. Now she teaches
English to multilingual students in Rochester.
Credit: Ben Hovland
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“When we first heard the pitch for Sahan
Journal, we instantly had a strong feeling it
could fill a gap in our media ecosystem and
offer possibilities to enrich the narratives about
our state’s diverse immigrant communities.
Now that they’ve established themselves,
we can see how their stories bring unique
and powerful perspectives to the public
consciousness, which is critical for the complex
and urgent matters we face. We couldn’t be
more inspired by the Journal’s exponential
growth in size, reach, engagement, and impact.
Sahan Journal has quickly established itself
as a must-read, go-to media source and has
influenced other local publications to elevate
their reporting on immigrants, BIPOC, and other
under-served communities.”
KARA INAE CARLISLE
Vice President of Programs, McKnight Foundation
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Expanding and strengthening
our journalism thanks to
McKnight Foundation
With a major grant from McKnight Foundation, Sahan Journal
has been able to accelerate the growth of its newsroom and build
a roster of reporters, photojournalists, and editors that reflect
the communities the newsroom covers. The urgency of this
journalism wells up from the extraordinary events of the past
two years: a global pandemic, a crisis in American governance,
and a long-delayed national reckoning with racial injustice,
spurred in part by the killing of George Floyd.
These calamities and historic developments affirm the need for
community-centered journalism that centers the voices and
experiences of communities of color.
McKnight Foundation’s support has allowed Sahan Journal to
widen its coverage to include not just immigrants, but all people
of color in Minnesota.
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MPR invests in journalism for a
changing Minnesota
Minnesota Public Radio and its parent company, American
Public Media Group, provided essential early support for
Sahan Journal, backing Mukhtar M. Ibrahim with training,
mentorship, and seed money throughout the first year and half
of development. APM’s Glen Nelson Center served as a business
incubator, where Sahan Journal translated its media-equity
mission into an actual newsroom. Mukhtar and Sahan thank
Minnesota Public Radio and American Public Media Group for
their belief and investment in our work.
“Sahan Journal is a shining example of how a news startup can bring
to light important stories that have been left untold for too long. We are
proud of the role Glen Nelson Center and Minnesota Public Radio played
in Sahan Journal’s launch and are thrilled they are being recognized as
one of the most successful digital journalism startups in the country.”
JEFF FREELAND NELSON
Executive Director, Glen Nelson Center at American Public Media Group
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New fund strengthens Sahan
Journal’s capacity to meet the
news needs of underserved
communities
The Racial Equity in Journalism Fund launched in September
2019 with an initial cohort of 16 newsrooms, including
Sahan Journal. The fund exists to strengthen the capacity,
sustainability, and longevity of news organizations led by and
serving communities of color. Recipient newsrooms, like
Sahan, serve audiences who have been historically underserved
by mainstream media and produce coverage that helps build
racial equity.
READ MORE
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Knight Foundation invests
to ensure the future of Sahan
Journal
In 2019, the Knight Foundation awarded Sahan Journal an early
grant to support the hiring of a sales contractor to help build
and diversify revenue. The support also enabled Sahan to bring
in an individual giving expert and begin building a sustained
membership program.
Revenue from these two roles—now expanded—mean that
Sahan Journal now brings in more than a third of its budget
through sales and membership support.
The mission of Sahan Journal is aligned with Knight Foundation’s
commitment to inform and engage diverse communities.
Knight’s investment in Sahan also fits within the Foundation’s
strategy to support journalistic excellence in the digital age.
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Adding reporting capacity
with support from Report
for America
In 2020, Sahan Journal added two reporters and a photojournalist
through Report for America, a national service program that
recruits emerging journalists and deploys them to local news
organizations for up to three years.
With this support from Report for America and the work of our
three exceptional journalists, Sahan Journal has been able to
provide distinctive coverage of immigration issues, education
diversity, and democracy.
Minnesota’s Oromo community demands justice after musician
and activist Hachalu Hundessa is killed in Ethiopia

Two hundred protesters from Minnesota’s Oromo community gathered at the State Capitol
Tuesday to protest the killing of musician and activist Hachalu Hundessa in Ethiopia.
Credit: Jaida Grey Eagle
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Bolstering climate and
environmental justice coverage
thanks to Morgan Family
Foundation
The Morgan Family Foundation, which prioritizes combating
global warming and advancing social equity, renewed its
support for Sahan Journal’s Climate + Environment reporting.
The Morgan Family Foundation awarded $260,000 over two
years to underwrite our coverage of how climate change impacts
immigrants and communities of color. Sahan Journal’s reporters
have written about the intersections of racial equity and
transportation policy, sustainable agriculture, outdoor access,
renewable energy, green jobs, and environmental health.
Climate + Environment 2021 Recap
READ MORE

A proposed road project in Vermillion Township sows fear among a Hmong farmers collective,
which relies on valuable land in Dakota County to grow produce and help emerging farmers
establish roots.
Credit: Jaida Grey Eagle
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Google News Innovation
challenge will bring Citizen
Lab into our communities
190 news organizations from Canada and the U.S. submitted
proposals to Google News Initiative to increase reader
engagement in journalism. Sahan Journal’s ‘Citizen Lab’
project was one of just 25 projects selected to receive a share of
more than $3.2 million. Led by Sahan’s Community Innovation
Editor, Aala Abdullahi, these resources will launch a new series
of joint, open-to-the-public editorial meetings, where Latino,
Hmong and Somali community members in Minnesota can
speak directly to editors at Sahan Journal, La Raza 95.7z FM,
3HmongTV, and Somali TV Minnesota. The project includes a
survey of Minnesota’s Latino, Hmong, and Somali communities
to help us understand big-picture questions like these:
What barriers do community members face when accessing local
news and learning more about their own community? How do
community members typically share news with others? What news
sources do they trust?
READ MORE

A parade welcomes 18-year old Sunisa Lee home to Minnesota with her collection of Olympic
medals. Lee is the first Hmong Olympian, and the first to win a gold medal.
Photo: Jaida Grey Eagle
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American Journalism
Project’s remarkable
investment in Sahan’s future
In December 2021, Sahan Journal was awarded an
extraordinary gift of $1.2 million from the American
Journalism Project to help us build financial stability for
Sahan’s future. As Sahan transitions from a startup to a
permanent and primary source of news in Minnesota,
this investment will diversify revenue streams and allow
us to grow our editorial capacity. We are thrilled that
American Journalism Project selected us to participate
in this exceptional opportunity.

Sahan Journal is the first news provider in Minnesota to be selected for an American Journalism
Project grant.
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Sahan Journal by
the numbers:

We couldn’t do it without you! We owe our success, our relevance, our impact to our
community of readers, supporters, and those who trust us to tell their stories.
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Number of recurring monthly donors to Sahan Journal at midnight on December 31, 2021. Sahan started
the year with 414 members. Growing a network of community donors has been one of our highest
priorities. The remarkable growth in our loyal contributors, is a testament to our strong community support
and a funding source to expand our reporting staff.
Languages featured in Sahan Journal’s year-long video series on community health and the COVID
vaccine. With generous support from UCare, Sahan collaborated with medical professionals to explain the
importance of getting the shot, and to dispel fear and common myths about the vaccine. Our reporting
team originally intended to produce the series in Hmong, Somali, Spanish, and English. But when we got
the opportunity to include an Oromo video for kids… we hit five!
Sahan reporters and photojournalists won first place in two categories featured in the inaugural Report For
America editorial competition. Becky Z. Dernbach won for her reporting on new Latino civic engagement
in the college town of Northfield, Minnesota. Jaida Grey Eagle took first prize for a breaking news photo: a
portrait of two young activists embracing in front of Cup Foods, the site of George Floyd’s death.
Increase in support from advertisers and sponsors across Sahan Journal’s platforms. This growth was
driven by Sally Waterman, director of advertising and sponsorship. From Comcast, JPMorgan Chase &
Co., Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota to the Minnesota Department of Health, Ramsey County and
many more, the business community is supporting our mission to provide exceptional news to audiences
of color across the state and beyond.
Pledged support to Sahan Journal in 2021 from local and national foundations and individual members.
This includes new and multi-year grants from the American Journalism Project, Emerson Collective,
Google News Initiative, Morgan Family Foundation, McKnight, Racial Equity in Journalism Fund of
Borealis Philanthropy, Saint Paul & Minnesota Foundation, and more.
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AUDIENCE REACH

7,452

Newsletter subscribers

22,136
Twitter followers

8,900

Instagram followers

23,000

2 million

Web visitors since launch

Readers on Election Day 2021
(and it was an off-year election!)
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Individual membership support
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Grant support

2019

$470,000

2020

$476,090
$1,368,223

2021

+287%

0

Ad sales + sponsors
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2M

$300

2019

$25,870

2020

$241,168

2021

+832%
0

Budget growth
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2021 sources of revenue

MEMBERS
9.3%
ADVERTISING
AND
SPONSORSHIP
9.4%
GRANTS
77%

PARTNERSHIPS,
PPP LOAN
4.3%
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BOARD LEADERSHIP
Abdinasir M. Abdulahi, AMA LAW GROUP PLLC
Hussein Farah, New Vision Foundation
Fred de Sam Lazaro, University of St. Thomas
Laura Yuen, Star Tribune Columnist

Thank you for
believing in the
power of nonprofit
local journalism
and supporting
Sahan Journal.

STAFF LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION
Mukhtar M. Ibrahim, publisher and ceo
Michael Tortorello, managing editor
Dawn M. Flinsch, managing director, development and operations
Sally Waterman, director, advertising and sponsorship
Kate Moos, founding managing director and consulting strategist

NEWSROOM STAFF
Aala Abdullahi, innovation and engagement editor
Hibah Ansari, immigration and government reporter
Becky Dernbach, education reporter
Jaida Grey Eagle, photojournalist
Andrew Hazzard, climate and environment reporter
Ben Hovland, multimedia producer
Joey Peters, health reporter

sahanjournal.com

